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Town of Northborough 
“Cable” Committee meeting 

12/1/14 
 
 
 
 

 
Present: Kathy Dalgliesh,  NCAT Director 
 Dick Swee   Chair 
 Gregory DePaoli 
   
  
At 7:00 pm, Mr.  Swee called to order the “Cable” Committee meeting. The following topics 
were discussed: 
 

1- A Verizon contract renewal schedule notice from the Massachusetts Department of 
Telecommunications was distributed. The notice identifies a timeline for renewal 
which must be completed prior to the Verizon contract expiration date of July 20, 
2018. A copy of the notice is attached to this meeting summary. 

2- The town’s Charter I-NET (town government private network) has now been 
completely replaced by the town’s own newly installed fiber network. This saves the 
town Charter’s significant annual maintenance cost and will pay for itself in a short 
time frame. 

3- There is no new news on the Charter-Comcast pending Northborough  license 
transfer. The process is still dependent of the US Government approval of Comcast 
acquisition of Time Warner Cable (TWC) which is covered in the news and updates 
are available at the FCC web site (http://www.fcc.gov/transaction/comcast-twc ) and 
blogs. The FCC had stopped their 180 day review clock in October. We requested a 
copy of the town signed license transfer for the committee. This was signed 
resulting from the August 11, 2014 selectmen’s meeting. 

4- Emergency Preparedness  
a. PEG TV equipment is now connected to the Algonquin H.S. generator so it 

will continue to provide service in the event of power outages. Since more 
homes now have generators, PEG channels will now be viewable even in a 
power outage. 

b. We discussed the role of PEG in emergencies and that public services such 
as police are tied into PEG broadcast facilities and useful during an 
emergency. 

c. We discussed that “dry” runs of actual use of the emergency broadcast from 
police and fire would be a good idea to shake out any issues and make the 
operation smoother during a real emergency. 

d. Streaming broadcast – we discussed that more emphasis should be placed 
on Internet streaming of the emergency broadcasts and to incorporate 
mobile devices which are so prevalent today. 
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e. CodeRED could be used to announce an emergency and then instruct 
residents to look at PEG TV channels or to their computer or to mobile 
devices. 

5- Town news program idea – we discussed the idea of having a weekly town news 
broadcast. Kathy has already been exploring this idea. 

6- Yearly budgeting is in process 
7- “ghosting” (shadows or interference) is still showing up on the PEG channels 

display for both Charter and Verizon and the cause has been elusive despite 
extensive efforts to find a solution. 
 
 
 

 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Dick Swee 
Chair 
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